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                Sream  Turbine         Condenser Steam Dump Control Valve Servomotor
                Description




Generai 
On a signal from the bypass controller the CSD control valves conduct the steam from HP exhaust  into the condenser by bypassing the LP  turbine. The flow of steam to the condenser is regulated by varying the lift of the contrai valve by means of its servomotor. 
The contrai valve is actuated by the piston (9) that is loaded on the one side by disc springs (10) and on the other side with contrai oil.Since large operating forces are required, the servomotor is of the high-pressure type (approx. 32 bar) and has a pre control system. The signal oil pressure (connection b) controls the auxiliary pilot valve (13) which directs control oil from connection 'a1' to the appropriate side of the pilot piston (5). The pilot piston operates the main pilot valve (4) through lever (6) so that when the valve is being opened, controi oil from connection 'a' is directed to the underside of piston (9). When the valve is being closed, oil drains through the main pilot valve. 


Pre Contrai System 
When the valve is steady at any particular value of lift, the auxiliary pilot valve (13) will be in the centre position shown in the drawing. In this position the force exerted by the spring (12) and the signal oil pressure acting on the auxiliary pilot valve are in equilibrium. When the controller varies the signal oil pressure to open or close the controi valve, the auxiliary pilot valve is deflected from its centre position. This allows controI oil (connection a1) to flow to one side of the pilot piston (5) while the other side of the pilot piston is opened to drain. The movement of the pilot piston returns the auxiliary pilot valve to its centre position by means of the feedback linkage (11) thus giving proportionality 




between signal oil pressure and pilot piston travel.
 The degree of proportionality of the pre controI system can be adjusted by varying the position of the feedback lever pivot (11). The auxiliary pilot valve is continuously rotated by the action of oil coming out from tangential holes in a disc mounted on its spindle in order to ensure that this moves freely at all  times. 

Main Contrai System 
The movement of the pilot piston (5) deflects the main pilot valve (4) from its centre position by means of lever (6) so that either, control oil from connection ‘a’ is directed to the underside of piston (9) and the control valve opens or the underside of piston is opened to drain so that the disc springs can close the control valve. Shortly before the valve cone of CSD control valve actually comes into contact with the valve seat, the servomotor piston (9) enters a recess turned in the body and throttles the flow of oil draining from the underside of the piston. This slows down the CSD control valve closing motion and the valve cone seats gently. The spring (1) preloads the linkage and prevents any slackness or lost motion at the pivots. The main pilot valve (4) is returned to the centre position by the feed-back system (7) so that there is equilibrium between the force of the springs and the piston and the necessary valve position is obtained. 

Damping Oevice
 Section C-C shows an enlarged view of the auxiliary pilot valve and the damping device. All signals trom  signal oil circuit are dampened by the throttle capillary (15) before they reach the auxiliary pilot valve (13). 
    Any air carried in the signal oil is conducted into the free space in the servomotor via the throttle screw (17) and the passages in the casings of the damping device and the auxiliary pilot valve.
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